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Power Pop 6 MP3 Songs POP: Power Pop, ROCK: Glam Details: Jessica and Casey Sanchez were born

in Metairie, LA near what some musicians consider the birthplace of music in the United States; New

Orleans. They started singing as soon as they could talk and frequently mimicked the artists they heard

on the radio on those long trips home from Jackson, Mississippi where they lived during grade school.

Some early spots in a local TV commercial gave them the itch to perform at a very young age. As they

matured their voices took them beyond performances at family gatherings to singing in various choral

groups, both at school and at church. While singing in their high school chorus the girls both achieved

superior ratings at state competitions and were regularly featured soloists. In addition to their high school

chorus, the girls honed their skills as featured artists at the 2003 Louisiana Calvacade of Stars. The girls

were also selected from amongst 150 acts to perform the national anthem at two of the New Orleans

Hornets home games and were featured in OffBeat Magazines top local artists of 2004. In March of 2006

the girls most recent release, Fakin' It was featured on WEZBs To Be or Not To Be public opinion poll

where they scored a perfect 100 To Be. This 100 approval rating put The Sanchez Twins and Fakin It

permanently in B-97s Hall Of Fame for local artists. The girls have been courted by such major labels as

Atlantic , Island , Lava and Maverick Records. They have consulted with such songwriters as Billy

Steinberg and Linda Perry and are constantly working on new material. Theyre popularity locally and

nationally has grown tremendously. Most recently both 'Fakin' It' and 'Mr. Right' were featured on ABC's

One Ocean View. Their songs and lyrics appeal to everyone, whether you are ten years old or

twenty-five, and their shows are as fun as they are entertaining. Anyone who has had their heart broken

or dreamed of being a star will identify with songs like Mr. Right and The Vision. Their harmonies are

unmatched by any artists on the local or national stage and their live shows are pure entertainment.

Jessica and Casey have collaborated with Gavin Fisher of Quake Recording to come up with some of the

most infectious songs you will ever see performed on a live stage or stream through your computer.
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